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Aradman was founded through cooperation of a 
group of specialist with many years of experience in 
the field of publication, literature and media.

 The result of such a cooperation led to high quality 
products and intellectual ideas. 

- Aradman publishing company was established in 
2010. Books published in Aradman are particularly 
about culture, literature, art and children. More than 
100 books have been published in these fields until 
now.

- The goal and strategy is the cultural exchange 
between the country and other countries such as 
Ukraine, Armenia, Arab countries… 

-  Aradman has participated in several national and 
international book fairs in Iran and other countries.

- Aradman also participates in Tehran international 
book fair every year.

- Aradman took part in Moscow book fair in 2015 
and in Frankfurt book fair in 2016.

- Aradman was present atAsian publisher ’s 
fellowship 2018.

- Aradman runs literary awards, cultural seminars 
and other activities each year.

- Aradman collects books from publishers in all around 
the country to sell themtogether with Aradman’s books 
in the benefit of disabled children in Iran.

www.aradman.ir
info@aradman.ir

General Manager: forghani@aradman.ir
Executive Editor: bahrami@aradman.ir

No 6, Molodi alley, Valiasr st, Tehran, Iran
Postcode: 1339853645            P. O. Box: Tehran-13355178

Tel: 009821-55363483            Fax: 009821-55363484



Mahshid Sharif was born in 1958 in Hamadan. She lives in Sweden, and is a specialist in behavioral 
science.In addition to Farsi, she also speaks in Swedish, English, French, Turkish and Kurdish.

Mahshid Sharif’s books, mainly in the field of psychology develop abusive characters and psychological problems in the 
atmosphere of emotional stories and addresses the issue of women, what they are and also women’s history.

Aradman has published 3 novels from Mahshid Sharif.

»My name is Nily«, who deals with the identity crisis in the second generation of Iranian immigrants in Europe, a story of 
a girl who stays in Stockholm with her mother after being injured by her father during the Iran-Iraq war, and will not return to Iran 
after a trip to Europe.

The girl who does not have a good psychological condition in Sweden and is aggressive and has spent many years waiting to 
visit her fatherand travels to Iran to find her father as soon as she gets 18. In her return to Iran, she faces complex realities. The 
novel has been also published in English in Europe and the United States.

"The Rings" is a psychological narrative of a girl who in funeral of one of her colleagues who has committed suicide gets 
acquainted with her friend`s spouse witha strange background and they marry after a weird adventure.

The girl continues to feel delusional in her life because of the shadow of her late partner's life.A man who lost his wife comes 
quickly and ostensibly into the life of a girl whose rough depression is rooted in her childhood…

In "The Kids Like This", the main character of the story is a girl who is born in prison. She is subjected to criminal misconduct 
on account of her criminal records and the imprisonment of her parents, but ultimately and with the help of a mother-in-law, she 
takes the path of excellence and continuesstudiedin European higher education institutions.

 Mahshid
 Sharif

My name is Nily
ISBN:  9786009479979

172 pags

The Kids Like This 

ISBN:9786008099161
138 pages 

The Rings 
isbn 9786009479986

188 pages



The first time I read Franz Kafka`sThe Metamorphosis, I 
strongly advocated the “Gregor Zamza” being an insect. His 
destiny with that life and work could only lead to there.The 
same atmosphere and conditions sometimes are evident in 
our lives.For many days, I have been thinking about myself 
andthe people I saw; people who seemed to be not far from 
being a “Metamorphosis”. I imagined that only a radical 
transformation could wipe away the emptiness, futility and 
despair from people’s hearts and make their steps firm. 

This is Maryam Razani’s remark about a novel that has 
been published in Aradman. Razani was born in 1953 in 
Lorestan and lives in Hamadan.She and her husband were 
the old theater artists.After years of acting, she published 
his first novel, “I Am Not Yet Anyone”. Then, last yearshe 
published her second novel called “Maggie`sWedding” in 
Aradman.The novel is the story of a girl who lived in 
patriarchal Iran several decades ago and attempts to defeat 
patriarchal views by earning high education levels, but 
she faces a lot of difficulties in this path that destroys her 
dreams.

 Maryam
Razani

 Maggie`sWedding

ISBN:  9786008099536
144 pages

I Am Not Yet Anyone 
ISBN:  9786008099154

250 pages



FarzinFakhrYaseri is a writer and painter who lives in the lush greenery of 
northern Iran.He was born in 1954 in Langroud. The sixth and seventh novel published by Fakhr 
Yaseri was published in Aradman.

The story of “Loneliness of Elmira”goes back to the years before the 1977 Iranian revolution in 
Tehran and at the home of a cabinet minister;where the teenage girl of the ministerand the teenage 
boy of servant are both looking for happiness.

“How Far WithYou” is the narrator of many people from the people of the north of the country; with 
the concerns of different generations in search of happiness. Interestingly, in Farkr yaseri’s expressionist 
paintings, everyone is laughing but this is not always the case in his stories. 

 Loneliness of Elmira

ISBN:9786009593286
 238 pages

 How far whit you

ISBN:9786009593286
 238 pages



Mahdi Rezaei, born in 1983 in Tehran, is a young 
Iranian story writer who holds fiction writing workshops.In his 
latest bookhe has written a trailer novel given the murder of Bin 
Laden, the head of al-Qaeda in Afghanistan.Some parts of the novel 
are based on facts and parts are also the result of his imagination.

The story (I killed the Bin Laden)deals with a group of American 
commandos who travel to Afghanistan to kill bin Laden, but in their 
return, they are faced with spiritual issues and questions that lead to 
pursuit and escape

 I killed the Bin Laden

ISBN:9786008099505
 172 pages



Alireza Bahrami was born in 1977 in Tehran, a poet, journalist and 
documentary filmmaker. Bahrami has published several poetry collections and 
his poems have been translated into English, Arabic, Ukrainian, Korean and 
Armenian.So far, several Bahram’s books have been published in Aradman, 
including “Remember You” (paper and audio book), “London-1939” 
(Persian-Ukrainian) and “Whistle in Mother Tongue” (Persian-Arabic).

Mohammad Hamadi is a translator born in 1978 in Ahvaz. He has 
collaborated with Arab poets so far on several joint projects between Aradman and 
Arab publishers; among them “I’m Entertained with Leaves” (poetry by Joseph 
Daaboul, a Lebanese poet) and “Monk of Grapes” (poems by Nidal Al-Qazi, an 
Iraqi poet residing in Brazil).

I’m Entertained 
with Leaves 

ISBN:9786008099024
178 pags

Monk of Grapes 

ISBN:9786008099352
248 pags

 London-1939

ISBN:9786008099413
88  pages

 Remember You

ISBN:9786008099369
50  pages

 Whistle in Mother Tongue

I SBN:9786008099420
248  pages



Blue Days, Night of Thanksgiving” is a long love story in Tehran, 
a city where love and modernity are interwoven. The author of this 
story is Mojtaba Hoshyar Mahboob, a poet and journalist

”Meeting Shana” is a long science 
fiction story by Nima Gholizadegan, 
Iranian writer and filmmaker about the 
humans simulation in future. 

Meeting Shana

ISBN: 9786009593200
124 pags

Blue Days, Night of Thanksgiving 

ISBN: 9786008099499
80 pages



”As If You Called Me” is the name of 
a book from Nasrin Ghorbani; a long 
story entitled “A Picture in May” and a few 
short stories. Ghorbani was born in 1958 
and has published numerous novels.

Mehrnoush Miri is a lawyer`s wife 
andshe has studied herhusband`s files.Now, af-
ter many years, she wrote a novel titled “The 
Friend” about the red lines of life; in a love-
Judicia story. 

The Friend
ISBN: 9786009479924

224 pags

As If You Called Me 10

ISBN: 9786009593293 
128 pags



The new generation of writers in Iran 
has presented very successful figures 
who have written a significant number of 
successful works of these years.These works 
are from young Iranian writers:

“Other Senses” – “One Day You Go” – 
“The Unwanted Birth”

born in 1950 in Mashhad, is one of 
the most prominent Iranian poets and 
writers. Aradman has already published 
a collection of his Minimal Stories and 
a collection of poetry:

“The Result of the Dispute”– 
“Clown inThe Rain”

The Unwanted Birth 

ISBN: 9786008099109 

64 

 Other Senses

ISBN: 9786008099390
56 pags

 One Day You Go 

ISBN: 9786008099253
119 pags

 Clown inThe Rain

ISBN: 9786009593255
124 pags

The Result of the Dispute

ISBN: 9786009593248 
124 pags

Mohammad Bagher 
Kolahi Ahari,



 The poetry is Iranian national art and is as 
well-known as Iran’s carpet and pistachio. 
Aradman has published a collection of books 
by poets of various generations of Iran:

“In the Crack of Yesterday”,‘The Shape of 
the World is Fine”,“If We Return in the Form 
of a Bird”, “Shadows Like Me”, “Beautifully 
Worried”, “United States Lady”,“APoet Who 
did not Know He was Dead”, “Angel Traffic”, 
“Going in to the Happen”, “Blinking”, “Prema-
ture Tears”,“The village of Love”,“Understand 
the SMS life”, “Say, Laugh, Cry”, “IWrite to 
you until the End of the World”.





*Aradman is also active in the field of children`s literature 
based on ancient Persian stories from poets such as 
»Ferdowsi« - »Saadi Shirazi«- »Omar Khayyam«-»Rumi«-«  
»Hafez« , with the following designs:

illustrator: Hamid Reza Beidaghi
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